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Chapter 1
Calculation of fault level and relay settings
Fault calculations are one of the most common types of calculation carried
out during the design and analysis of electrical systems. These calculations involve
determining the current flowing through circuit elements during abnormal conditions
both – short circuits and earth faults.
1.0 The following types of fault are occur in the system.

1. Three phase Fault.
2. Phase to Phase Fault.
3. Phase to Earth Fault.
Short Circuit Currents in ‘Three Phase Systems' describes an internationally accepted
method for the calculation of fault currents. There are two levels of fault based on
voltage factor are typically calculated.


The maximum current which causes the maximum thermal and electromagnetic
effects on equipment (used to determine the equipment rating).



The minimum current , which may be used for the setting of protective devices.

The standards also idealise the fault, enabling each stage to be analyzed and
understood.
Depending on the position within the cycle at which the fault forms, a DC offset will
be present, decaying overtime to zero. This creates an initial symmetrical short circuit
which will decay over time to the steady state short circuit.

1.1 Three Phase Faults

In a three phase fault, all three phases (L1, L2 and L3) are shorted together.

(1)
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To find the fault current at any point in the network, a sum is made of the impedances
in the network between the source of supply (including the source impedance) and
the point at which the fault is occurs.
To find the fault current ( If ),

If = Un/Z
Here -

UN - the nominal applied voltage
Z – Impedance

1.2 Phase to Phase Faults

In a phase to phase fault (L1 to L2 for example), two phases are connected together.
The fault current is again, the nominal applied voltage divided by the summed
impedance.

1.3 Phase to Earth Faults

In an earth fault, one phase is directly connected to earth (L1 to earth for example).
To find the value of earth fault current at any point in a network, a sum is made of the
earth fault impedances in the network between the source of supply (including
source impedance) and the return path impedances.

(2)
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2.0

BASIC FAULT CALCULATION :For Example we consider 3 Nos. GSS for calculation purpose. Fault level of 132
KV GSS A and 132 GSS B is given and fault calculation & relay setting at 132 KV
GSS ‘C’ is to be calculate.
132 KV GSS B (Existing GSS)
FAULT MVA OF GSS A- 1000 MVA

LL- 20 KM
500/1 A

33 KV BUS

20/25 MVA TRF

500/1 A

132 KV GSS A (Existing GSS)

250/1 A

10 %

500/1A

500/1 A

500/1 A
500/1A LL- 40 KM 500/1A

250/1 A

1000/1A

500/1 A

FAULT MVA OF GSS-B
2000 MVA

132 KV
GSS C

40/50MVA
TRF 10 %

500/1 A

( Newly GSS )

2.1 Per Unit Fault Calculation :Calculation of fault level of 132 kV bus at 132 kV GSS – C
2.1.1

2.1.2

(Zpu) Impedance at 132 kV GSS –A:

Base MVA/Fault MVA

(Where 100 is Base MVA)
=
100/2000 = 0.05
( Zpu – Per Unit Impedance)
(Zpu) Impedance of line A-C: Conductor impedance x line length in KM
X Base MVA /(Voltage in kV X Voltage in kV)

(3)
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= 0.43x40x100/132x132
= 0.0987
2.1.3

Total (Zpu) due to GSS-A

2.1.4

Fault level at 132 kV GSS –C due to line A-C = 100/0.1487
= 672.49 MVA
(Zpu) Impedance at 132 kV GSS –B: Base MVA/Fault MVA
(Where 100 is Base MVA)
=100/1000 = 0.10

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

= 0.05+0.0987
= 0.1487

(Zpu) Impedance of line B-C: Conductor impedance x line length in KM
X Base MVA /( Voltage in kV X Voltage in kV)
= 0.43x20x100/132x132
= 0.0494
Total (Zpu)
= 0.10+0.0494
= 0.1494

2.1.8

Fault level at 132 kV GSS –C due to line B-C = 100/0.1494
= 669.344 MVA

2.1.9

Total Fault MVA at 132 kV GSS –C

= 672.49+669.34
= 1341.83 MVA
2.1.10
(Zpu) Impedance at 132 kV GSS –C:Base MVA/Fault MVA
(Where 100 is Base MVA) =100/1341.83 = 0.0745
2.1.11 (Zpu) of 132 /33 kV, 20/25 MVA transformer :
(%Impedance/100)X(Base MVA/ Cap. of TR.)
= (10/100)x (100/25)

(4)
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= 0.4
2.1.12 (Zpu) of 132/33 kV, 40/50 MVA transformer:
(%Impedance/100)X(Base MVA/ Cap. of TR.)
= (10/100)x (100/50)
= 0.2
2.1.13 Total (Zpu) :
0.0745 +(0.4 x 0.2)/(0.4+0.2)
= 0.2078
2.1.14 Fault level at 33 kV Bus :
= 100/0.2078 = 481.15 MVA
Our transmission system is an interconnected system . We have keep some grading
in the operating time in system according to voltage level. If fault occur on down
stream feeder ,it cleared the fault. In case of fault not clear by the feeder than
upstream feeder will tripped it. For this purpose we use IDMT ( Inverse Definite
Minimum Time Characteristic Curve (NI or SI) to calculate the TMS of each feeder.
Current & Time curve shown as below.

PSM –Plug Set Multiplier
(Inverse Definite Minimum Time (NI or SI ) Characteristic Curve))

2.2 Setting of Relays at 132 kV GSS A :




Three Phase Fault Current at 132 KV Bus = Fault MVA of Bus X1000
 1.732 X Bus Voltage in KV
Three – phase fault current = 2000 x 1000
= 8748 Amp.
1.732X132
Phase – Phase fault current
= 8748x0.866
= 7576 Amp.
Phase – Earth fault current
= 8750x0.54
= 4724 Amp.
(# Phase to Phase fault – Over Current Fault –O/C)
(# Phase to Ground fault – Earth Fault - E/F)

(5)
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2.2.1 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 kV line :CTR = 500/1A,
Plug set

PTR =132000/110V,

=100% For O/C

Plug setting multiplier

direction=forward,

and

20% for E/F,

Desired trip time = 0.4 sec

= Ph-Ph Fault current/CT Ratio x plug set

PSM=7576 /500x100/100 = 15.152

For this relay time of operation = 2.6
(As per Characteristic)

TMS for O/C protection = 0.4/2.6

= 0.1538

Plug setting multiplier

= Ph-E Fault current/CT Ratio x plug set

PSM=4724/500x20/100

=47.25

For this

relay time of operation = 2.2

(As per Characteristic)
TMS for E/F protection

= 0.4/2.2 = 0.181

2.3 Setting of Relays at 132 kV GSS B : i. Three Phase Fault Current at 132 KV Bus = Fault MVA of Bus X1000
 1.732X Bus Voltage in KV
 ii. 3 – phase fault current
=
1000 x 1000 = 4374 Amp.
 1.732X 132
 iii. Phase – Phase fault current
 iv. Phase – Earth fault current

=
=

4374 x0.866
4374x0.54

= 3788 Amp.
= 2362 Amp.

(# Phase to Phase fault – Over Current Fault –O/C)
(# Phase to Ground fault – Earth Fault - E/F)
2. 3.1 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 kV lines.
CTR = 500/1A,

PTR =132000/110V,

Plug setting =100 For O/C and
Plug setting multiplier

direction=forward,

20% for E/F,

= Ph-Ph fault current/CT Ratio x plug setting

PSM=3788/500x100/100 = 7.57

For this

TMS for O/C protection = 0.4/3.4
Plug setting multiplier

Desired trip time = 0.4 sec

relay time of operation = 3.4

= 0.118

= Ph-E fault current/CT Ratio x plug setting

PSM=2362/500x20/100

= 23.625

For this

TMS for E/F protection

= 0.4/2.2

= 0.181

relay time of operation = 2.2

2.4 Setting of Relays at 132 kV GSS C : Three Phase Fault Current at 132 KV Bus = Fault MVA of Bus X1000
1.732X Bus Voltage in KV

(6)
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 Three – phase fault current

=

 Phase – Phase fault current
 Phase – Earth fault current

=
=

1341.83 x 1000
1.732 X 132
5869 x0.866
5869x0.54

= 5869 Amp.
= 5083 Amp.
= 3169 Amp.

(BACK UP RELAYS)

2.4.1 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 kV lines :-

CTR = 500/1A,

PTR =132000/110V,

Plug setting =100% For O/C and
Plug setting multiplier

direction=forward,

20% for E/F,

Desired trip time = 0.4 sec

=Ph-Ph fault current/CT Ratio x plug setting

PSM=5083/500x100/100

= 10.16

For this

relay time of operation = 3.0

TMS for O/C protection

= 0.4/3.0

= 0.133

Plug setting multiplier

=Ph-E fault current/CT Ratio x plug setting

PSM=3169/500x20/100

= 31.70

For this relay time of operation = 2.2

TMS for E/F protection

= 0.4/2.2

= 0.181

2.4.2 Relay settings at 33 KV Bus of 132 KV GSS C :-

 Three Phase Fault Current at 33 KV Bus = Fault MVA of Bus X1000
1.732 X Bus Voltage in KV
 phase fault current
= 481.15 x 1000 = 8418 Amp.
1.732 X 33
 Phase – Phase fault current
 Phase – Earth fault current

(7)

=

=
8418x0.866
= 7290 Amp.
8418x0.54
= 4546 Amp.
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2.4.3 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 /33 kV, 20/25 MVA Transformer (LV Side):
CTR = 500/1A,

direction=non –directional, ,

Plug setting =90% For O/C and 20% for E/F, Desired trip time = 0.4 sec
Plug setting multiplier = (Cap. of TR-1/Cap. of TR-1+Cap. of TR-2)x fault current
/ CTR x plug setting
PSM
=(25/25+50) X 7291.82/500X0.9
Therefore relay time of operation

=5.40
= 4.0

TMS for O/C protection
PSM=(25/25+50) x 4546.86/500x0.2=15.15
Therefore relay time of operation
TMS for E/F protection

= 0.4/4.0

= 0.10

= 2.5
= 0.4/2.2

= 0.16

2.4.4 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 /33 kV, 20/25 MVA Transformer (HV) :
(Reflected fault current on 132 KV side from 33 KV side)
1. Three – phase fault current
8418/4 = 2104.5 Amp.
2. Phase – Phase fault current
7290/4 = 1822.5 Amp.
3. Phase – Earth fault current
4546/4 = 1136.5 Amp.
Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 /33 kV, 20/25 MVA Transformer (HV)
CTR = 250/1A,
plug setting =45%

direction=non –directional,
For O/C and

20% for E/F,

Desired trip time = 0.6 sec

Plug setting multiplier = (Cap. of TR-1/Cap. of TR-1+Cap. of TR-2)x fault current
/CTR x plug setting
PSM=(25/25+50) X 1822.5/250X0.45

=5.40

Therefore relay time of operation

= 4.0

TMS for O/C protection

= 0.6/4.0

PSM=(25/25+50) x 1136.5/250x0.2

=7.57

Therefore relay time of operation

= 3.4

TMS for E/F protection

= 0.15

= 0.6/3.4

= 0.176

2.4.5 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 /33 kV, 40/50 MVA Transformer (LV)
CTR = 1000/1A, direction=non –directional,
Plug setting =90%
For O/C and 20% for E/F,
Desired trip time = 0.4 sec
Plug setting multiplier = (Cap. of TR-2/Cap. of TR-1+Cap. of TR-2)x fault current
/CTR x plug setting
PSM
=(50/25+50) X 7291.82/1000X0.9
Therefore relay time of operation
TMS for O/C protection
PSM

=(50/25+50) x 4546.86/1000x0.2

(8)

=5.40
= 4.0
= 0.4/4.0
=15.15

= 0.1
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Therefore relay time of operation

= 2.5

TMS for E/F protection

= 0.4/2.5

= 0.16

2.4.6 Setting of Backup protection relay for 132 /33 kV, 40/50 MVA Transformer (HV)
CTR = 250/1A,
Plug setting =90%

direction=non –directional, ,
For O/C and

20% for E/F,

Desired trip time = 0.6sec

Plug setting multiplier = (Cap. of TR-2/Cap. of TR-1+Cap. of TR-2)x fault current
/CTR x plug setting
PSM =(50/25+50) X 1822.5/250X0.90
Therefore relay time of operation

=5.40
= 4.0

TMS for O/C protection

= 0.6/4.1

PSM

=15.14

=(50/25+50) x 1136.5/250x0.2

Therefore relay time of operation

= 2.6

TMS for E/F protection

= 0.6/2.6

= 0.15

= 0.23

(Different curve for Current & Operating Time)

2.4.7 High set setting of Backup protection relay for 132/33 kV, 40/50 MVA Transformer :
(Zpu) Impedance at 132 kV GSS –C :Base MVA /Fault MVA
(Where 100 is Base MVA)

=

100/1341.83 = 0.0745

(Zpu) of 132/33 kV, 40/50 MVA Transformer:
= (% Impedance/100)x(Base MVA/Cap. of TR.)
=10/100)x (100/50)
= 0.2

(9)
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Total (Zpu) : 0.0745+0.2= 0.2745
Fault level of Bus: 100/0.2745 = 364.30 MVA
Fault current (ph-ph) for transformer = 364.30 x 4.375 x 0.866=1380.23 Amp.
CTR = 250/1A, direction= Non – directional, Time delay= 50 m sec
High set O/C setting = P-P fault current x 1.3/CTR = 1380.23x1.3/250 = 7.17 Amp.
Three Phase Fault current of transformer = 364.30 x 4.375 = 1593.81Amp.
High set E/F setting = Three Phase fault current / CTR = 1593.81/250=6.375 Amp.
2. 4.8 Setting of Backup protection relay for 33 kV O/G feeders
CTR = 250/1A, direction=non –directional,
Plug setting =100%

For O/C and 20% for E/F,

Plug setting multiplier
PSM for O/C

Desired trip time = 0.2 sec

= fault current /CT Ratio x plug setting
=7291.82/500x1

=14.58

therefore relay time of operation

= 2.5

TMS for O/C protection = 0.2/2.5

= 0.08 Say = 0.075

PSM

for E/F

=4546.86/500x0.2

Therefore relay time of operation
TMS for E/F protection

=45.46

= 2.2

= 0.2/2.2= 0.09

Say = 0.05

CTR = 500/1A, direction=non –directional,
plug setting =50% For O/C and 20% for E/F,
Plug setting multiplier
PSM

Desired trip time = 0.2 sec

= fault current /CTR x plug setting
=7291.82/500x0.5

Therefore relay time of operation

= 2.2

TMS for O/C protection

= 0.2/2.2

PSM

=4546.86/500x0.2

= 0.090 Say = 0.05

Therefore relay time of operation
TMS for E/F protection

=29.16

=45.46
= 2.2

= 0.2/2.2

(10)

= 0.09

Say = 0.05
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Chapter 2

Possibilities of non – operation of protection system in spite of
healthy protection system.
Some times it may happens that our protection system is healthy but when fault
occurred on feeder/ transformer but tripping not observed on the same . Some
reasons of non operation of protection system are here under ,

( Numerical Relay )


Relay configuration, settings or logics are not proper or incorrect.



CT may be saturated.



CT secondary current input at relay is not proper due to short / open circuit in
CT cable or CT junction box/ terminal box.



Non- operation of Maser trip relay or Circuit Breaker.



Tripping Coil of Circuit Breaker may be short.



Metering core connected at relay instead of protection core of CT.



Not suitable class of protection core CT as per requirement of fault level .

(11)
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Chapter 3
Non –operation of main protection and causing undesired
tripping on various lines/transformer :
Some times fault occurred on particular feeder or transformer and undesired
tripping observed on so many feeder or transformers. Some possible reasons of
these are explain below.



Undesired feature in protection relays of lines or Transformers may be enabled.



Instantaneous /High set setting of O/C & E/F is not proper for Transformers.



Time setting of Over Current &Earth Fault relays is not according to Calculation.



Protective Relay is in Booting or blocking mode.



Relay not power up / Aux. supply is not available at Relay.



CT & PT Phase association, Matching or Phase sequences are not proper.



CT secondary current input at relay is not proper due to short/open circuiting
of CT cable or CT junction box or CT terminal box.



Direction of relay (Forward or Reverse) may be opposite.



Incorrect star formation of Current Transformer wiring.



Improper Current Transformer Protection core connected.

(12)
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CASE STUDY 1
1. When 33 kV incomer tripped on Over Current or Earth Fault without
relay indication on outgoing feeder :
As fault occurred on any 33 KV out going feeder and feeder Circuit
Breaker not operate but 33 KV Incomer tripped on fault. No any indications
observed on the feeder panel. In these type of tripping the probable

reasons of tripping of 33 KV incomer are here under :
1.1

1.2

1.3

Problem in DC supply:Fault actually persist in 33 kV O/G feeder but not tripped due to
non – availability of DC supply on Relay or Out Going feeder C&R panel.
High set setting problem:If high set O/C and E/F settings are enable in 33 kV In Comer therefore
a chance of tripping of 33 KV Incomer on high set O/C or E/F when
high fault current flow in circuit.
CT saturation problem:If 33 kV out going feeder CT got saturated than relay of out going feeder
will not operate resulting 33 kV In Comer will trip on O/C or E/F.
Protection Core class of accuracy of feeder may not be suitable for fault
current.

1.4

CT secondary open problem:If 33 kV Incomer CT secondary circuit got open than 33 kV In Comer
may trip on E/F.

(13)
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CASE STUDY 2
1. When 33 kV Incomer tripped on Over Current or Earth Fault with
Relay indication on outgoing feeder .
Fault occurred on 33 kV out going feeder and relay indications observed on
them even though 33 kV Incomer also tripped with the feeder. Probable
reasons of tripping of 33 kV Incomer with indication on 33 kV out going
feeder are as under:-

A. Non Coordination of O/C or E/F Relays :


If the backup relay settings of 33 kV Incomer & 33 kV out going
feeder are not properly coordinated with time grading.



If the fault is severe and nearer to grid substation than 33 kV
incomer tripped with 33 kV outgoing feeder on E/F or O/C on High
Set.

B. Trouble in Circuit Breaker Operation :


If 33 kV out going feeder C.B not tripped (after correct relay
operation) due to mechanical/electrical /Vacuum bottle problem.



If tripping contact of Master trip relay not makes due to damage or
proper gapping than CB of feeder not operate.

.

(14)
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C. Trip circuit of O/G feeder are faulty.


If the tripping circuit of Circuit Breaker faulty by any reason i.e.
opening/shorting of tripping coil or breaking of control wire.

1. Remedial Action for resolving the problem:1.1. The following details required for resolving the problem :
1.1.1

DC supply availability in 33 kV outgoing feeder at Relay , C&R panel
or CB/ CB cubical.

1.1.2 Trip Circuit – I or II of 33 kV outgoing feeder is healthy/non healthy.
1.1.3 If 33 kV Incomer tripped on indication E/F or O/C or both with 33 kV
outgoing feeder on indication E/F or O/C or both than 33 kV out going
feeder Circuit Breaker tripped or not tripped.
1.2. Action required from GSS Staff:
1.2.1 Check DC supply at Relay /C&R panel/ Circuit Breaker/Circuit Breaker
cubical of 33 kV outgoing feeder.
1.2.2 Non – operation of 33 kV outgoing C.B after operation of backup
relay and master relay.
1.2.2.1

Check trip Circuit –I/II is healthy.

1.2.2.2

Check Contact of Master Trip Relay.

1.2.2.3

Check Vacuum of Vacuum bottle in case of VCB.

1.2.2.4

Check IR value between Male – female contacts of C.B.

1.2.2.5

Check pole contact operating rod of C.B.

1.3. Action required from Protection Staff :
1.3.1 Check suitability of protection class of CT of out going feeder.
1.3.2 Check high set settings of 33 kV Incomer backup relay.
1.3.3 Check relay setting in case of both 33 kV Incomer and 33 kV Out
going feeder relay operation.
1.3.3.1

Check TMS and Plug/ pickup setting of both relays.

1.3.3.2

Check settings of 33 kV Incomer backup relay.

(15)
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CASE STUDY 3
Tripping of transformer with indication of Differential Protection.
Differential Protection Relay :The relay whose operation depends on the phase difference of two or more
electrical current is known as the differential protection relay. It works on the
principle of comparison between the phase angle and the magnitude of the
same electrical quantities.
The following are the essential condition requires for the working of the differential
protection relay.
 The network in which the relay use should have two or more similar electrical

quantities.
 The quantities have the phase displacement of approximately 180º.
The differential protection relay is used for the protection of the generator,
transformer, feeder, large motor, bus-bars etc. The following are the classification
of the differential protection relay.
A. Current Differential Relay
B. Biased Differential Relay

A.

Current Differential Relay

A relay which senses and operates the phase difference between the
current entering into the electrical system and the current leaving the electrical
system is called a current differential relay. An arrangement of over current relay
connected to operate as a differential relay is shown in the figure below.

The arrangement of the over current relay is shown in the figure below. The dotted
line shows the section which is used to be protected. The current transformer is
placed at both the ends of the protection zone. The secondary of the
transformers is connected in series with the help of the pilot wire. Thereby, the

(16)
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current induces in the CTs flows in the same direction. The operating coil of the
relay is connected on the secondary of the CTs.

In the normal operating condition, the magnitude of current in the
secondary of the CTs remains same. The zero current flows through the operating
coil. On the occurrence of the fault, the magnitude of the current on the
secondary of CTs becomes unequal because of which the relay operates .
B. Biased Differential Relay
This is the most used form of differential relay. Their arrangement is same as that
of the current differential relay; the only difference is that this system consists an
additional restraining coil connected in the pilot wires as shown in the figure
below.

The operating coil connects in the centre of the restraining coil. The ratio of
current in the current transformer becomes unbalance because of the fault
current. This problem is resolved by the use of the restraining coil.

(17)
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The following observations/ parameters required for investigations :1. Observations / Physically Checking :When any Transformer got tripped on Differential Protection, first of all we
collect some information from field staff. This information is very useful to
analyze the type fault. The following observations most common .
1.1. Any sound heard, if yes means fault is not within the transformer. Check
differential relay zone( HV side CT to LV side CT )of transformer physically.
1.2. Surge Arrester’s to be checked physically for any cracks or damage and
measure Insulation Resistance value.

1.3. Any fault occurred on outgoing feeder, if yes means there may be a case
of CT open circuit or saturation of HV side or LV side CT’s of Transformer ,
needs to be check/test by MPT&S Wing.
1.4. Any other protection of transformer operated with differential protection, if
yes means there can be internal fault in transformer. For analyzing the fault
in side transformer, Collect oil sample & sent for DGA( Dissolved Gas
Analysis). Transformer to be tested for further investigation of type of fault
occurred.

(18)
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1.5. Any maintenance of transformer HV and LV side CT carried out, if yes, there
may be chance of current by passed through Dom of CT on which
maintenance has been carried out.
1.6. Collect phase indication and fault current values from differential relays, if
available( in case of Numerical Relay). Identity the faulty phase and check
externally that phase and equipments connected on same phase.
1.7. Whether transformer was switched ON, if yes then check transformer tap
position and voltage on HV side. In some cases it was observed that
transformer charged on Higher Tap position or Higher voltage and got
tripped due to high in rush current .
1.8. If differential relay operated on through faults check setting of Zero
sequence filtration ON or OFF (if available). This must be kept ON.
1.9. In some cases it is observed that Cable from CT Junction Box to Panel
damages or burnt or any loose terminal at Terminal Box of Panel or CT will
cause differential operation.
2. Collection of Parameters :When transformer tripped on protection relay we need some parameters from
different relays for analysis of fault. Fault parameters recorded in Numerical
relays are very helpful to analyze the fault.

(Transformer Differential Relay)
2.1

Current recorded in numerical differential relay, if HV/LV current
directions found in same direction means fault is external to differential
zone.

2.2

If current directions found in reverse direction with respect to each other
means the fault is in differential zone, may be external to the transformer
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or internal to the transformer (When source on both side) but will be in
differential zone.

2.3

Quantity of the current recorded is to be linked with fault level of HV side
and % impedance of transformer to ensure fault is on HV side or LV side.

2.4

Setting of second harmonic, if found 20%, which shall be reduced to 15%.

2.5

If, HV and LV side current not found in proportionate order CT circuits are
required to be checked.

2.6

In setting of DR, it is necessary to select the useful parameters in fault
analysis only. Other parameters are to be avoided.

3. REQUIREMENT OF TESTING :After collection of all observations and parameters if we not reach to any
conclusion then require to test the transformer stability test.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

For any doubt on relay operation based on above carry out testing of
relay.
Check knee point voltage (HV, LV, ICT, if used).
Carry out single phase stability for proper phase association / matching.
If transformer auxiliary protection( Buchholz or PRV) also operated with
differential protection. These type faults indicate some internal defect
developed in side the transformer than there is a need to test complete
transformer and DGA of transformer oil.
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CASE STUDY 4
Transformer tripped on Buchholz Relay :Buchholz Relay :Buchholz relay in a transformer is housing connecting pipe from the main tank to
the conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element consists of a
float. The float is attached to a hinge in such a way that it can move up and
down depending upon the oil level in the Buchholz relay Container.
One mercury switch is fixed on the float. The alignment of the mercury switch
hence depends upon the position of the float. The lower element consists of a
baffle plate and a mercury switch. This plate is fitted on a hinge just in front of the
inlet (main tank side) of Buchholz relay in a transformer in such a way that when oil
enters in the relay from that inlet in high pressure the alignment of the baffle plate
along with the mercury switch attached to it, will change.

In addition to these main elements, a Buchholz relay has gas release pockets on
top. The electrical leads from both switches are taken out through a molded
terminal block.
Buchholz Relay Working Principle :The Buchholz relay working principle is very simple. Buchholz relay function is
based on very simple mechanical phenomenon. It is mechanically actuated.
Whenever there will be a minor internal fault in the transformer such as an
insulation fault between turns, break down of core of the transformer, core
heating, the insulating transformer oil will be decomposed in different
hydrocarbon gases, CO2,CO H2 etc. The gases produced due to the
decomposition of transformer insulating oil will accumulate/ trap in the upper
part the Buchholz container which causes fall of oil level in it.
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1. Observations & Parameters required :Any transformer tripped on buchholz relay, following action or observation
are required from field staff for further analysis and fault finding purpose.

( POWER TRANSFORMER )
1.1

Whether Transformer tripped on Buchholz-I (Transformer Main Tank side)
or Buchholz-II (Conservator tank side) or both.

1.2

Whether Transformer tripped on Buchholz alarm or trip.

1.3

Whether Transformer tripped on Buchholz relay operation along with any
outgoing feeder fault i.e. through fault.

1.4

Whether Transformer tripped on Buchholz relay operation along with
other protection i.e. Differential, REF, E/F, PRD,OSR etc.

1.5

Transformer history of Buchholz Relay operations and previous & present
DGA(Dissolved Gas Analysis) reports.

1.6

If numerical relays available on the
transformer panel than DR(
Disturbance Recorder) and fault parameters of relay which are triggered
by Buchholz relay operation.
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A.

Case study of 220/132 kV 100 MVA Alstom make transformer at 220 kV
GSS Sanganer got tripped on Buchholz Relay.
 220/132 kV, 100 MVA transformer-1 (Alstom make) and 220/132 kV, 100
MVA transformer -2 (BHEL make) running parallel.
 Transformer –1 tripped on Buchholz Alarm 1 & 2 relay indication . Initial
visual inspection carried out by operation & maintenance staff.
 Conservator tank oil level found in limit.
 No gases found in both Buchholz relays.
 No arcing found on transformer top.
 All bushings found normal.
 DGA test conducted in Oil testing lab but no significant variation
observed in all type of Dissolve gases.
 Electrical test conducted of above transformer but no abnormality
observed .
 The transformer charged successfully on “NO LOAD” and after one hour
put on load (380 amps. LV side).
 After 19 Hrs. this transformer again tripped on Buchholz Alarm Relay
indication -1 & 2 (same as previous indication/ alarm/relays).
 Now again visual inspection carried out and this time some gases found
in both Buchholz relays and also checked that these gases are
inflammable type. Electrical test and DGA test again conducted and no
abnormality found in electrical test except capacitance & tan – delta of
HV side V & W phase’s bushings. DGA also indicate small variation in
hydrocarbon gases.
 Tan – delta testing kit stop testing of these V & W phase bushings with a
massage “HT not start check connection” on testing 10 kV, 5 kV and 2 kV
voltage.
 Capacitance & Tan – delta test first time tripping not done by testing
team.
 Decided to replace these bushings with new bushings. After replacement
of bushings the transformer again charged and taken on full load. This
transformer running successfully till date.
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B. Case study 132/33 kV, 50 MVA IMP make transformer at 132 kV GSS Jawahar
Nagar got tripped on Buchholz Relay :
 Transformer -1 (BBL make) running parallel with another transformer- 2
(T&R make) and transformer – 3 (IMP make).
 The transformer -1 has been remained charged on two phases for 10
minutes approximately.
 Transformer-1 tripped on Buchholz Relay -1 & 2 operation. Initial visual
inspection carried out by operation staff and found that some gases
available in both Buchholz relays.

(BUCHHOLZ RELAY )

 DGA test conducted in oil testing lab and test result indicated variation in
all type of gases.
 Electrical test conducted on above transformer but did not show any
abnormality except open circuit test.
 After discussion, the transformer charged successfully and running on full
load continuously for three days approximately.
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 The transformer again tripped on Buchholz Relay -1 & 2 operations .
 Now again visual inspection carried out and large gases found in both
Buchholz relays and also checked that these gases are inflammable
type. Electrical test and DGA test again conducted and no abnormality
found in electrical test except open circuit and SFRA test. DGA also
indicated large variation in hydrocarbon gases.
 SFRA wave form compare with previous wave forms and found V& W
phases waveform a big variation in frequency band 20 Hz to 10 kHz ,
which clearly indicated the problem in transformer core and core bolts.
 Decided to repair the transformer in transformer workshop. This
transformer opened and found that earth strip connected between
cores to earth point found open.
 After repair the transformer electrical test conducted in workshop and no
abnormality found. This transformer commissioned at 220 kV Bagru GSS.

C.
i)

220/132 KV Transformer tripped with indication Buchholz Relay
Alarm at 220 KV GSS Sanganer.
Action Taken: Checked gas in Buchholz relays but no evidence of gas in both relays.
 Oil level in conservator tank also found up to the level.
 All other checking carried out but no evidence found for operation of
relay.
 There was no fault on any feeder. HV & LV side of transformer recorded
normal fault current.
 No maintenance work has been carried out since last one month.
Transformer tripped at day time.
 It was found that when temperature of transformer rise due to load in day
time pump starts and due to sudden flow of oil, there were vibration in
pipe line of main tank to conservator tank. Due to vibrations, buchholz
relay operated and caused transformer tripping.
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ii)

Remedial Action: - Provided wooden support to pipe line of Main Tank
to conservator Tank.

(Internal Construction of Buchholz Relay)

iii)

General Action required:
If only Buchholz protection operated than carry out visual inspection of
the Buchholz relay:



If, gases available than check it is inflammable type or not, non
inflammable means air . If is flammable and flame is blue means
acetylene and if yellow with water droplet then Hydrogen (H2).



If gases are not available than check reason of auxiliary relay operation
like wiring/DC etc.



If Buchholz relay is empty means conservator tank is empty or valve is
closed.



Buchholz relays may operate unnecessarily due to the vibrations that
occur during short – circuit conditions or other reason. Therefore, the
behavior of such relays for any transformer should carefully be monitored
and recorded.
The GSS In-charge should get periodic DGA test. A data base consisting
of all test records for each find individual transformer along with
fault/failure history should be maintained.
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CASE STUDY 5
Investigation of probable causes of undesired operation
Fault occurred on 220 kV line B –C, 220 kV line A-B also tripped from end – A.

The probable causes of tripping of line A-B from Substation –A are as under:1. Relay setting problem:
(a) If line tripped at Substation –A, Substation –B and Substation –C in zone-1.
(b) If line tripped at Substation –A, Substation –B in zone-1 and Substation-C in
zone-2.
(c) It clearly indicate that zone reach setting at Substation –A is not correct.
(d) If 220 kV line recently LILO at Substation-B therefore possibility of zone reach
setting is not revised at Substation-A and Substation C.
2. Phase association problem:
(a) If line tripped at Substation –A in zone-2, Substation-C in zone-1 or zone – 2
and at Substation-B relay not operate.
(b) If the phase association of current and voltage are not correct, this may
cause non-operation of relay at Substation-B.

3. Phase wise tripping problem:
(a) If line tripped at Substation –A in zone -2, Substation –C in zone -1 or zone -2
and at Substation –B relay operates but circuit breaker not tripped or tripped
on PD(Pole discrepancy ) relay operation.
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(b) If Single – phase to ground fault occurred in line and relay give Single phase tripping but respective pole of circuit breaker not open due to wiring
problem/ phase association than line will trip at Substation- A in zone-2.
(c) Arc quenching problem in faulty phase pole of Circuit Breaker.

4. VT fuse fail problem :
If line tripped at Substation-A in zone -2, Substation –C in zone -1 or zone -2 and
at Substation –B relay not operate.
If one or two phase of voltage are not available in DPS relay than DPS scheme
block and will not operate in line fault condition.
5. C.B. tripping problem:
If line tripped at Substation-A in zone -2,Substation –C in zone -1 or zone -2 and
at Substation –B relay operates (zone -1) but circuit breaker not tripped.
If DPS relay operate but C.B. not tripped at Substation –B due to mechanical/
electrical problem and LBB scheme not function than of line will trip at
Substation-A in zone -2.
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CASE STUDY 6

Distance Protection is a Non-unit System of Protection, which measures the
Impedance between the Relay Location and the point where the fault
occurred and compares it with the Set Value. If the measured reactance is
less than the Set Value , the Relay operates and Isolates the Faulty Section.

Z ones of Distance Protection
In order to provide Reliability, Distance Protection is divided into number of
zones, which are given below.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Forward Zone 1
Forward Zone 2
Forward Zone 3
Reverse Zone 4

 Mainly intended to cover the entire length of the Protected Line Length and set
to operate instantaneously i.e with no intentional Time Delay.
 To avoid the Loss of Discrimination with the Zone 1 Protection of the following
Line Section, Zone I Distance is set at 80 % of the Line Length and not 100%.
 This Safety Margin of 20 % is kept for Relay/CT/PT Errors and inaccuracies in line
Impedance parameters. Suppose the Line is set at 100% of the Protected Line
and the Fault Occurs on the Adjacent Line, but due to CT/PT Errors, it may
appear to the Relay that the Fault is on the Protected Line, there by Tripping of
the Protected Line incorrectly.
 Zone 2 Forward Line protection covered 100 % of Principle line and 50 % of
Next shortest line with 300 ms time delay .
 Zone 3 Forward Line protection covered 100 % of principle line and 110 % of
next longest line with 800 ms time delay.
 Zone 4 Reverse line protection covered 2 KM line length in reverse with 160 ms
time delay.
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Tripping of two nos. of 132 KV lines and restoration of supply.
Here two nos. of 132 KV GSS B&C fed from 220 KV GSS A.

Single Line diagram

132 KV GSS -C
220 KV BUS

132 KV BUS

No source

Line A-C

D/C up to 10km

Line A-B
132 KV GSS -B
No source

Observations : Heavy rains and lightening at the time of fault.
Line A& B both tripped simultaneously with following indications.
Line A- Distance protection Z-1, B- phase (RAZOA)
Line B- Distance protection Z-1, B- phase, Km. 13.0 (Micom P442).
Current – 173 A. 117 A, 5 KA

Voltage – 170V, 0V, 60 V(Primary)

Line A& B both tried and not hold, indications:
Line A- Distance protectionZ-1, B phase Oil splashed from ‘B’ phase CT
Line B- Distance protection Z-1, ABC phase, Km 4.0
Current – 60A, 67A, 70A

Voltage – 377 V, 0V, 68 V(Primary)
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1.1

Analysis of Trippings :-

Analysis of First Fault occurred on Lines :1.1.1 It is very much evident that the fault is due to transient and
also should be in the Double Circuit(LILO) section.
1.1.2 Distance shown by Micom P 442 relay is not correct as
voltage of all three phases are absent.
1.1.3

1.2

As Micom P 442 relay is recorded values of current of 1st fault
shows the fault in C phase but the relay indication is for B
phase. Also, there is absence of VT in all the three phases
(Voltage values are in volts in place of KV).

Analysis of Second time faults occurred on lines.
1.2.1 Line A tripped due to defective / damaged CT.
1.2.2 Line B tripping is due to absence of VT supply on Micom P 442
relay, which may be due to non selection of VT selection relay.
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1.2.3 Transformer was not switched off at other end of Line so due to
in rush current, distance relay operated because of non
availability of voltage at relay.

(DISTANCE PROTECTION RELAY)


Solution for charging the lines :-

 First of all Transformer switched off at 132 KV GSS ‘B’ and Voltage
made available by operating voltage selection relay at Line C&R
panel at GSS ‘A’. Now line ‘A-B’ charged from 220 KV GSS ‘A’ then
transformer charged at 132 KV GSS ‘B’.
 Damaged CT of 132 KV line ‘A-C’ at 220 KV GSS ‘A’ by- passed from
Primary side. 132 KV line C&R panel DC kept out then 132 KV line
’ A-C’ charged through Bus Coupler.
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Case Study 7
Investigation of probable causes of LBB( Local Breaker Back up)
operation
A.

Local Breaker Backup Protection (LBB 50Z or 50BF):

Local Breaker Backup Protection is used to protect the Line/Transformer when
the Line/Transformer’s circuit breaker failed to trip the Line/Transformer during
the fault condition. It is a backup protection of a Line/Transformer Circuit
Breaker.

B. Principle of Local Breaker Backup (LBB) protection:
Mostly any fault on the Line/Transformer, the trip command is directly given to
the Line/Transformer circuit breaker. But most of the time the circuit breaker
works fine but due to some problem in the circuit breaker such as trip circuit
loose contact, delayed circuit breaker operation, circuit breaker’s internal
mechanism issue, etc. the circuit breaker does not isolate the Line/Transformer
under fault condition. Failure of the breaker may cause of tripping of all feeders
from remote end. To avoid such a condition, we use Local Breaker Back (LBB)
protection.

( BUS BAR & LOCAL BREAKER BACK UP RELAY )
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C. Local Breaker Backup Protection Operation:
LBB protection Monitors both trip and closing position of the Line/Transformer’s
breaker. The LBB protection operates when the breaker trip is initiated after a
time interval of 100 ms LBB relay issue re-trip command, if circuit breaker not
tripped than further after 100 ms

LBB relay issued command to all circuit

breakers connected on that bus.
Two nos. sub station’s ‘A’ and ‘B’ shown below .Fault occurred on line A-B
and both side Distance Protection Relays operated but LBB operated at sub
station A also.

GSS –A

GSS- B

Z1 Optd, CB Opened , LBB Optd

Z1 Optd, CB Opened

Observation: - Fault was on line A-B.
Relay indication at end ‘A’ = Z-1 operated, LBB operated and C.B. of line A-B
opened along with other breakers on same bus.
Relay indication at end ‘B’ = Z-1 operated and breaker opened.
The probable causes of operation of LBB at end ‘A’ are as under:Circuit breaker problem: - Fault cleared by LBB relay, if faulty phase pole of
circuit breaker not opened due to following reasons:

C.B pole not open due to mechanical/electrical problem.



If Single -phase to ground fault occurred in line and relay issued
Single - phase tripping command but respective pole of circuit breaker
not open due to mismatch of trip wiring problem. LBB relay issued re-trip
signal first but again C.B not open due to any reason finally trip signal
issued to bus by LBB relay.



Circuit breaker opened but faulty phase pole electrically not open due
to delayed arc quenching.
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Case Study 8

INVESTIGATION OF PROBABLE ZONE OF FAULT
At 220 KV there are two main bus arrangement Bus A and Bus B, both Buses
connected through Bus coupler

BUS A
√

BUS B

Line feeder A

√
√

Line feeder B

220/132 KV
TRF Feeder
Line feeder D

√
B/C

√

Line feeder C

TRF Feeder

Line feeder E

√
220/132 KV

Line Feeder F

√

√

220 KV
√ marks show relay operated

Observations & Parameters required:1. Distance relay:- Zone indication, Phase indication and alarm/LED operated.
2. Backup relay:- Time delay operated or instantaneous operated.
3. If numerical relays available on C&R panel than DR and fault parameters in
relays which are tripped / operated.
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Condition -1:
Assuming all relay have standard setting except reverse zone
Scheme is not available and fault on bus – ‘A’

, Bus Bar

(a) Four nos. 220 kV feeders tripped on zone -2 distance protection from
remote end.
(b) Two nos. 220 kV feeders tripped from local end on zone -1 distance
protection but showing distance reach in negative.
(c) Both transformers tripped on time delayed earth fault protection or over
current High Set or Instantaneous protection.

(DISTANCE PROTECTION RELAY )
Condition – 2:
Assuming all relay have standard setting except reverse zone , Bus Bar
Scheme is not available and fault on bus – ‘B’
Same as condition -1.
Solution :- Zone setting of reverse Zone -4 keep as 2.0 Km with time
delay of 160 ms and Bus coupler TMS is 0.075 of Earth Fault Relay. With this
setting in case of fault on either Bus ’A’ or Bus ‘B’ only relevant Bus feeders
and Bus Coupler will trip and other Bus remain healthy.
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